Action memory a b s t r a c t A substantial literature indicates that human actions during object use and pantomimed object use are not identical, and can be differentially affected by brain damage such that apraxic patients can be more impaired in performing actions with objects or at pantomiming such actions. A different literature suggests that memory retrieval can involve reinstating or recapitulating some of the same brain activity that occurred during the original event. The current experiment examines memory for pantomimed actions versus those conducted with real objects to determine if accuracy or brain electrical activity differs during the recollection of episodes involving pantomime versus actual object use. Across two sessions, participants were presented with images of studied objects and judged whether each object was studied by (1) performing an action, (2) watching the experimenter perform an action, (3) imagining an action, or (4) the nonmotoric control task of estimating the object's cost. The study phases preceding this source memory test differed across sessions: in one, participants were presented with real objects and estimated its cost or performed, watched, or imagined typical actions with the objects; in the other they viewed images of each object and estimated its cost or performed, imagined, or watched pantomimes of object use. Although source accuracy was the same across sessions, event-related potentials (ERPs) recorded during memory retrieval differed for memory for actions with real objects versus their pantomime equivalents. Retrieval-phase activity did not differ for costencoded objects. The real-object/pantomime difference in brain activity was maximal over left frontal and frontocentral cortex, suggesting differential engagement of motor cortex during memory for real actions versus pantomimed actions. 
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Introduction
The idea that encoding and retrieval are deeply intertwined is well established in psychology, and is at the heart of transferappropriate-processing theory: that study conditions foster high retrieval accuracy to the extent that they allow transfer of the knowledge gained during study (Morris et al., 1977) . In neuroscience, the idea that memories are stored across distributed neocortical regions and that successful retrieval of an episodic memory involves some degree of recapitulation of the pattern of activity present during learning also has a long history (Hebb, 1949) , and is preferred in modern theoretical accounts as well (Damasio, 1989; McClelland et al., 1995) . However, the first decade of functional neuroimaging 
